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Why does Civic Engagement 
matter in higher education?
Making the Case….
1. Historic mission of higher education— ‘the 
greater good’
2. Responsibility to taxpayers
3. Role as a ‘good neighbor’ in communities
4. Knowledge creation and management
Fitzgerald, H., Bruns, K., Sonka, S., Furco, A., Swanson, L. (2012). The 
Centrality of Higher Engagement. Journal of Higher Education Outreach 
and Engagement. 16(3), 7-27.
Why Civic Engagement Matters……
“A combination of deliberation, collaboration, 
and civic relationships is the core of citizenship. 
If we had much more of this kind of civic 
engagement, we could address our nation’s most 
serious problems.”
Levine, Peter (2013). We are the Ones We Have Been Waiting For: The Promise of Civic Renewal in 
America. Oxford University Press, New York.
How do we institutionalize civic 
engagement at universities?
Institutionalizing Civic Engagement
1. Recognize that successful CE efforts are an expression of 
the central mission of the university
2. Establish clear definitions of CE
3. Create campus ethos for CE
4. Use many channels of co-curriculum
5. Know if you are being successful
Sponsler, L. & Hartley, M. (2013). Five Things Student Affairs Professionals Can Do to 
Institutionalize Civic Engagement. NASPA Research and Institute Policy Brief.
Becoming a National Model
Word on the Web about VCU….
“Some call it an urban campus. We consider 
it an urban canvas.”
“Virginia Commonwealth University’s 
location — smack in the middle of Virginia’s 
capital city — allows our students to draw on 
every facet of the metropolitan environment 
to sculpt their VCU experience.”
The Engaged University….
“The engaged university is one that 
produces research of significance that 
benefits the society and educates students 
for productive roles in modern and diverse 
world. These goals are achieved by 
maintaining high standards for scholarship 
and through expanded collaboration and 
partnership with entities and organizations 
outside the academy.” (Fitzgerald et al., 
2012)
Service-Learning and the Engaged 
University
• Service-learning is a high-impact pedagogy that connects 
the university and community
 At VCU, service-learning is used as a metric for community impact 
 At VCU, service-learning appears on the Dean’s Scorecard and is 
reviewed annually
 On the semester evaluation 85-90% of student respondents cite service-
learning as a positive experience that helped them learn course content 
better
 Service-learning is often integrated into large-scale research projects 
that involve the community
 The service-learning office at VCU provides support and resources to 
instructors
